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(U//FOUO) In the summer of 2003, al-Qa'ida planned to use camera flash attachments
as stun guns. They also intended to use cameras to disguise bomb components in order to
hijack commercial airliners and crash them into targets in Western countries, including
along the US. East Coast and in Australia, Britain, and Italy.'o,"

- (UIIFOUO) As of early July 2005, al-Qa'ida reportedly had planned to attack military
and civilian airports in Los Angeles and San Diego in September or October of 2005.
The possible tactics included the hijacking of an airliner on the way from India to the
United States, or a flight from M e x i c ~ . ' ~
(UIIFOUO) These plots and attacks provide insight into al-Qa'ida's tactics, adaptability,
ingenuity, and tenacity. Al-Qa'ida has used suicide hijackings, an array of explosive devices,
and standoff weapons to attack aviation targets. Al-Qa'ida has adapted to increased aviation
security by shifting planned suicide hijackings from domestic carriers to international flights
bound for the United States to take advantage of perceived less effective security screening at
some foreign airports. The use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) has evolved from using
explosives to attack airports, to integrating an IED within a shoe to bring down an airliner, and to
expectations that an IED could be used to gain access to an airliner flight deck. Al-Qa'ida's
ingenuity was evident in its attempts to convert items into weapons (camera flash attachments
into stun guns) and to design IEDs into apparently non-threatening forms (a shoe and a camera).
Finally, nine of the plots took place after September 2001, demonstrating a continued
commitment to attack aviation-related targets.
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(UIIFOUO) Towed Gliders and Hot-Air Balloons: These are unlikely terrorist choices. While
a fiberglass glider may offer a stealth capability, it does not carry fuel, has a small payload, and
depends more on weather than does a powered aircraft. In addition, towed gliders are often
difficult to pilot and require pilot certification, which could result in law enforcement scrutiny.
Similarly, balloons are easily spotted due to their size, low speed, and lack of unmanned
precision guidance capability, making them unlikely terrorist attack platforms.

(U) Aircraft as Targets
(UIIFOUO) U.S. aircraft, especially fully fueled and loaded large passenger aircraft, remain
inviting targets for terrorists. The destruction of a large passenger airliner would gamer terrorists
immediate worldwide media attention, provide the desired terrorist symbolism, and deter the
flying public at a time when many airlines are financially troubled.
(U//FOUO) Onboard Attack: In their 2004 study of terrorist threats against LAX, the Rand
CorporationuSpE~determined
that plots involving the detonation of an 1ED aboard a commercial
airliner had the greatest potential for loss of life." In spite of security improvements, a number
of potential scenarios exist for getting a bomb aboard a passenger
airliner. A disassembled bomb could be smuggled onboard in
smaller, innocent-looking or easily con~ealed~om~onents.
For
example, IED components could be smuggled aboard as typical
carry-on items, such as shampoo or medicine bottles and electronic
devices, and later assembled in an aircraft lavatory. A bomb also
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could be smuggled aboard in checked baggage,
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trusted airline;&prt, or aircraft maintenance employee could place
the IED onboard, either in the United States or overseas. If properly placed, such a device would
not have to be large or devastatingly powerful; terrorists used less than a pound of plastic
explosives to destroy Pan American Airlines Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in December
1988.32

(U//FOUO) Hijacking an aircraft in order to take hostages is another possibility; however,
carrying out such a hijacking would likely be difficult. The terrorists would have to overcome
the same security measures facing a group of suicide hijackers. In addition, they would have to
be able to control the passengers and convince the flight crew to follow their demands.
(UIIFOUO) Standoff Attack: In spite of the United States' international effort to reduce and
control their availability, MANPADS remain a serious potential threat to the U.S. aviation
industry. While older missiles may be unreliable and newer, more-capable missiles may be hard
to obtain and difficult to operate, these systems have the potential to inflict a high death toll with
minimal risk to the operator.
(UIIFOUO) Al-Qa'ida has used MANPADS-type weapons on at least two occasions overseas
and in both cases, the operatives fired their missiles without being detected or apprehended.
There is no reason to assume al-Qa'ida would not use them in the United States if the operatives
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